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Introductory Remarks 
The current register of academics, researchers and prospective scholars concerns 
those dealing primarily with the history, archaeology, linguistics, philology, reli-
gion and culture of Northeast Africa, particularly Ethiopia and Eritrea. It consists of 
the names, academic titles, fields of specialization, addresses, enumeration of the 
ongoing research projects together with the prospective dates of completion as 
well as the names and locations of the institutions of higher learning with which 
they are affiliated. It comprises 96 scholars and 18 prospective academics (for the 
latter, see pp. 184߃187) from 18 countries stretching over four continents. 
The purpose of this compilation is mainly to facilitate communication among 
scholars working on related fields. We are all aware, I suppose, of the common prac-
tice of writing to or telephoning a friend to get the address of someone else whom 
one wants to ask about a particular piece of information or manuscript. This list may 
be a shortcut to that roundabout way. It may also serve as a convenient directory that 
can provide a clear view to at least the organizers of conferences and symposia. It 
may as well help avoid (or at least make conscious of) duplications of research 
works. It happens, though fortunately seldom, that two or more identical projects are 
launched in different places at about the same time. I personally was confronted with 
such a problem twice: once when I was preparing the translation and commentary of 
AصmÃ Giyorgis, a work which was shortly thereafter chosen as a dissertation topic at 
the University of Warsaw. The second time happened some years ago when I was 
researching on the history of the relations between Ethiopia and Austria, the very 
files I ordered in the Viennese Royal Court Archives were repeatedly said to have 
been used by someone else at that particular time, an instance whose recurrence 
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puzzled me until a young man came up to talk to me in dismay whether I intended to 
work on his dissertation topic. He eventually gave it up because of other commit-
ments, but the coincidence could have been embarrassing for both of us, to say the 
least, as we had already invested time and energy in the work. 
My experience is by no means unique. It is possible to cite more serious in-
stances from which conflicts arose. It is also not hard to imagine that some people 
are forced from time to time to shelve their nearly completed works simply be-
cause someone else has been quicker in publishing more or less the same work. 
The list is, however, not as comprehensive as it should have been. The rea-
sons are many. To mention only a few, we used conference participants߈ lists 
that were 4߃6 years old when distributing the invitation. Needless to say that not 
all scholars participated in those conferences, but we had no other choice. Some 
have obviously changed addresses since then and, hence, we got our post back. 
Some did not react at all for reasons known to them. One can only imagine what 
lay behind this weird silence. There were on the other hand a few who expressed 
their preference to be excluded for reasons of politics, principles and/or prestige. 
All the same, their wishes are respected. We could not even include our ac-
quaintances and friends without their explicit consent for reasons of data protec-
tion. We will in any case update the register intermittently, and all absentees will 
still have the chance to be included if they so wish. 
Heartfelt thanks are due to all the colleagues who did their best to inform 
others about the register, and to Frau Gisela Zanier who assisted me in process-
ing the entries. 
The entries are arranged in alphabetical order. Those of Ethiopian or Eritrean 
origin are placed under their first names in accordance with their own culture. 
No attempt has been made to make the writing of place names or technical terms 
pertaining to the fields of specialization uniform. For instance, some write ߋAk-
sumߌ while others prefer ߋAxumߌ. Each unit within an entry is marked off by a 
semicolon. In addition, each unit (except for the first one in each entry) is pre-
ceded by keywords represented by an acronym followed by a colon.  
The following abbreviations appear wherever relevant: 
aff  affiliation, affiliated to, etc. 
cdc currently doctoral candidate 
eml  e-mail 
fld  field of specialization 
fr  focus/focoi of research 
fx  fax 
rp  research project(s) 
tl  telephone 
tlfx  telefax. 
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Abbebe Kifleyesus, Prof. Dr., P.O. Box 5614, Asmara, Eritrea; tl: (1) 161926 
ext. 289, fx: (1) 162236; aff: Dept. Sociology and Anthropology, University 
of Asmara, P.O. Box 1220; fld: socio-cultural anthropology; fr: Islam, eth-
nicity, food and famine, trade and markets, social organization, political in-
stitutions, refugees; rp: diverseness, displacement and dispersal of Muslim 
merchants: the Argobba of Ethiopia; Muslims and meals: the social and sym-
bolic function of foods in changing socio-economic environments.  
Abbink, Dr. Jon A., African Studies Centre, P.O. Box 9555, 2300 RB Leiden, 
The Netherlands; tl: (71) 5273365, eml: abbink@fsw.leiden.univ.nl; aff: 
University of Leiden; fld: anthropology, history; fr: Ethiopian ethnology; rp: 
violence and culture: a study of the Suri people, Ethiopia [1994߃99]; so-
cio-political change in Ethiopia, 1991߃1999 [1996߃2000]; reconstructing 
Wolayta history, 1893߃1999 [1990߃2001]. 
Aberra Jembere, Prof. Dr., P.O. Box 4659, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia; tl: (1) 
715191, fx: (1) 513091; aff: Faculty of Law, Addis Ababa University; fld: 
law; fr: legal history of Ethiopia; rp: legal history of Ethiopia 1434߃1974: 
some aspects of substantive and procedural laws. 
Aberra Nefa Falfalu, M.A., Oromo language study project, Oromia Culture and 
Information Bureau, P.O. Box 11305, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia; fld: linguistics; 
fr: Oromo language: all aspects of the language ߄ grammar, phonology, 
lexicography, oral literature etc.; rp: Oromo language study project ߄ prov-
erbs, folktales, riddles [1994߃...]. 
Abir, Prof. Mordechai (Emeritus), 32 Abarbangl St., Jerusalem, Israel; tl: (2) 561߃
9676, fx: 5666427, eml: m_abir@netvision.net.il; 160 W 66 St., #35G, New 
York, NY 10023; tl: 212߃875߃0709, fx: 875߃0919, eml: moruabir@aol.com; 
aff: The Hebrew University of Jerusalem and Schroders (US); fld: the Ara-
bian Peninsula, the Red Sea and the Persian Gulf; fr: Saudi Arabia ߄ oil and 
oil politics; rp: US-Arabian-Gulf region policy and local conflicts [...߃2002]. 
Amborn, Prof. Dr. Hermann, Marsstr. 70, 80335 MÛnchen, Germany; tl: (89) 
1296138, fx: (89) 1236702, eml: hermann.amborn@lrz.uni-muenchen.de; 
aff: UniversitÃt MÛnchen, Institut fÛr VÕlkerkunde und Afrikanistik, µttin-
genstr. 67, 80538 MÛnchen; tl: (89) 2178߃2621/2601, fx: (89) 2178߃2602; 
fld: ethnology, language, history: southern Ethiopia and northern Kenya; fr: 
socio-economics, crafts and artisanship, history (eastern Africa); agriculture 
(southern Ethiopia); anthropology of landscape (southern Ethiopia); ethnicity 
and identity, language (Dullay and Burji); rp: cultural revitalisation in Burji 
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diasporas [1980߃...]; ethnographic researches in the Burji-Konso cluster 
[1973߃...]; oral history and oral tradition of the Burji [...߃2002]. 
Amsalu Aklilu, Dr., Konsul-Fraucke-Str. 5, 21075 Hamburg, Germany; tl: 
76752907; aff: Institut fÛr Afrikanistik und £thiopistik, UniversitÃt Ham-
burg, Rothenbaumchaussee 67/69, 20148 Hamburg; tl: (40) 428385679; fld: 
Semitic philology; fr: lexicography, literature and GƼʞƼz structure; rp: Ger-
man-Amharic dictionary [1994߃2002]; GƼʞƼz grammar [1998߃2001]. 
Anbessa Teferra (lecturer), P.O. Box 76, 38100 Hadera, Israel; tl: (6) 6225168, 
eml: teferra@hz.hum.huji.ac.il; aff: The Hebrew University of Jerusalem; 
fld: general linguistics; fr: Linguistic analysis of Sidaama and Amharic; ap-
plied linguistics of Hebrew and Amharic; rp: A grammar of Sidaama; a 
Sidaama-English dictionary; an Amharic-Hebrew dictionary. 
Anteby, Dr. Lisa, Centre de Recherche FranÆais de JÈrusalem, P.O. Box 547, 
Shimshon St. 5, Jerusalem, 91004 Israel; tl: (2) 6716441, fx: (2) 6735325, 
eml: crfj@netvision.net.il; aff: Centre National de Recherche Scientifique 
(FRANCE); fld: anthropology, linguistics; fr: Ethiopian Jews (Falashas, Beta 
Israel); rp: project on the Kemant of northern Ethiopia and on Agaw lan-
guages [1998߃...]. 
Appleyard, Dr. David Lionel, Dept. Languages and Cultures of Africa, Thorn-
haugh Street, Russell Square, London WC1H 0XG, UK; tl: (20) 
73236267/6255, fx: (20) 73230174, eml: da3@soas.ac.uk; aff: University of 
London, SOAS; fld: Amharic language and literature; GƼʞƼz language and 
literature; other languages of Ethiopia and Eritrea, esp. Cushitic languages; 
fr: the Agaw languages and comparative Cushitic linguistics; comparative 
Ethiopian Semitic, and the study of language contact in Ethiopia and Eritrea; 
rp: a comparative dictionary of the Agaw languages [1994߃2000]; a com-
parative grammar of the Ethiopian Semitic languages [1998߃2002]. 
Asfa-Wossen Asserate, Dr., Niedenau 72, 60325 Frankfurt/M., Germany; tl: 
(69) 721887, fx: (69) 725854; aff: Orbis Aethiopicus ߄ Society for the Preser-
vation of Ethiopian Culture; fld: social and political history of Ethiopia; fr: 
political history of Ethiopia during the 20th century; rp: the diaries of Le߈ul 
ras Asserate Kasa, 1941߃74 [...߃2002]. 
AyelÈ Teklehaymanot, Dr. Abba, Capuchin Franciscan Institute of Philosophy 
and Theology, P.O. Box 21322, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia; tl: (1) 792915; fld: 
dogmatic theology, Oriental theology, patrology, Ethiopian cultural and 
church history; fr: Ethiopian church history; rp: Asme Giyorgis (1853߃1915) 
and his Ethiopian history, general introduction, Amharic text and English 
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translation [1991߃2000]; the ߋCouncil of Borru Medaߌ (26.5.1878), its politi-
cal and religious meaning in the history of Ethiopia [1995߃2000]. 
Bairu Tafla, Prof. Dr., Stockflethweg 151, 22417 Hamburg, Germany; tl: (40) 
5374840, fx: (40) 53718306, eml: btafla@t-online.de; aff: Institut fÛr Afri-
kanistik und £thiopistik, UniversitÃt Hamburg, Rothenbaumchaussee 67/69, 
20148 Hamburg; tl: (40) 42838߃2579, fx: (40) 42838߃5675, eml: 
b_tafla@rrz.uni-hamburg.de; fld: history of Northeast Africa; fr: nine-
teenth-twentieth century history of Ethiopia and Eritrea; rp: records of the 
Menilek era from the Nachlass of Alfred Ilg [1986߃2001]; biographical lexi-
con of modern Ethiopia and Eritrea since 1855 [1979߃2002]; a history of 
Eritrea (1999߃2002]. 
Balashova, Prof. Dr. Galina Alexandrovna, Blagodatnya Street, House 30, Flat 
122, Saint-Petersburg, Russia; tl: (294) 5554, eml: balashov@gb4277.spb.edu; 
aff: Saint-Petersburg State University, Universitetskaya Embankment, 7/9, 
Oriental Faculty, Dept. African Studies, fx: 812߃3287732; fld: Amharic, liter-
ature and culture of Ethiopia; fr: modern literature, theatre and drama, cul-
ture of Ethiopia; rp: modern literary process in Ethiopia [1999߃2002]; mod-
ern literature in Ethiopia. An Amharic chrestomathy [1998߃2000]; chapters 
for collective monograph ߋhistory of development of the genre of novel in 
Africaߌ [1998߃2000]. 
Balsvik, Prof. Dr. Randi R×nning, Dept. History SUF, University of Troms×, 
9037, Troms×, Norway; tl: 77658759/77644369, eml: randib@sv.uit.no; fld: 
African history; fr: Haile Sellasie߈s students: intellectual and social back-
ground to the revolution; rp: a comparative study of African universities 
since independence, focussing particularly on the questions of student protest 
and the relationship between state and university. 
Banti, Prof. Dr. Giorgio, v. le del Vignola, 73, 00196 Roma, Italy; tl: (6) 
3613473, eml: g.banti@agora.stm.it; aff: Dipartimento di Studi e Ricerche su 
Africa e Paesi Arabi, Istituto Universitario Orientale di Napoli, Palazzo Cori-
gliano, Piazza S. Domenico Maggiore, 12, 80134 Napoli, Italy; tl: (81) 
5517840, fx: (81) 5515386; fld: linguistics and literature; fr: linguistic his-
tory of the Horn of Africa; rp: languages and literatures of the Somali, 
Oromo, Saho, and Harari.  
Bausi, Dr. Alessandro, v. E. Baroni, 11, 50141 Firenze, Italy; tl: (55) 450084, 
eml: abausi@iuo.it/aml.bausi@tin.it; aff: Istituto Universitario Orientale, 
Dipt. di Studie e Ricerche su Africa e Paesi Arabi, Piazza S. Domenico Mag-
giore 12, Palazzo Corigliano, 80134 Napoli, Italy; fld: GƼʞƼz language and 
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literature; fr: early medieval GƼʞƼz literature; rp: early medieval GƼʞƼz hagio-
graphy: GÃdlÃ SÃma߈etat; corpus canonum antiquissimum aethiopice; early 
traditions of christianization in Ethiopia: the GÃdlÃ Libànos. 
Baxter, Dr. Paul Trevor William, 101 Moss Lane, Bramhall, Stockport, Cheshi-
re SK7 1EG, UK; tl: (161) 4409617; aff: Dept. Social Anthropology, Uni-
versity of Manchester, Manchester M13 9PL, UK; fld: Oromo, pastoralism, 
age-systems; fr: development of Oromo identity. 
Baye Yimam, Prof. Dr., Dept. Linguistics and Ethiopian Languages, Research Cen-
ter, and Institute of Ethiopian Studies, Addis Ababa University, P.O. Box 1176, 
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia; tl: 127769/116519, eml: kennedy.aau@telecom.net.et; 
fld: syntax/linguistics; fr: morphosyntax; rp: revising Amharic grammar [1998߃
2001]; conditional sentences in Amharic [1999߃2000]; aspects of Mao morphology 
[1998߃2000]; cursing expressions in four Ethiopian languages [1997߃2000]. 
Bender, Prof. Dr. M. Lionel (Emeritus), Dept. FLL, SIUC, Carbondale IL 
62901߃4521, USA; tl: (618) 4535428, fx: (618) 4533253, eml: eswg@siu.edu/ 
forlang@siu.edu; fld: linguistics and language studies; fr: Omotic languages; 
languages of Ethiopia; rp: Omotic languages: comparative morphology [...߃
1999]; Omotic languages: lexicon and phonology [...߃2001]; editing of gram-
mars of Uduk and Komo lgs. [...߃2001/2]. 
Bereket Habte Selassie, Professor Dr., P.O. Box 51, Chapel Hill, North Carolina 
27514, USA; tl: 919߃9623538, fx: 919߃9622694, eml: bselassi@email.unc.edu; 
aff: University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill; fld: law and politics; fr: 
constitutional law (both comparative constitutional law and African constitu-
tional law); democratic transition and the rule of law; conflict and interven-
tion; human rights; rp: constitution making and the problems of democratic 
transition in Africa with a special focus on eastern Africa ߄ Eritrea, Ethiopia, 
Kenya, and Uganda [1997߃2003]. 
Berry, Dr. LaVerle Bennette, 5849 Mt. Vernon Drive, Alexandria, Virginia 
22303, USA; tl: (703) 960߃9186/(202) 707߃2936, fx: (202) 707߃3920, eml: 
lber@loc.gov; aff: The Library of Congress, Washington, DC; fld: history 
and anthropology; fr: political and social structure of traditional Amha-
ra-Tigre society, with special focus on the institution of kingship during the 
Gondar period; rp: the structure and functioning of Amhara-Tigre kingship, 
with a focus on succession, legitimacy, military prowess, and image-building; 
the impact of the Qwaran regency upon the royal office in mid-18th century 
Gondar; Gondar-style architecture as an art form and in relation to Amha-
ra-Tigre kingship; a comparison of Gondar-style and Jesuit-style monu-
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mental stone architecture of the Lake ؽana basin in the early 17th century; the 
Ras Gimb in Gondar and the castle of Sertse Dingil at Imfraz. 
BÕll, Dr. Verena, Moorkamp 14, 20357 Hamburg, Germany; tl: 0177߃2514623; 
aff: Sonderforschungsbereich 520, UniversitÃt Hamburg, Neue Rabenstrasse 
3, 20354 Hamburg, eml: boell@public.uni-hamburg.de; fld: religion and 
history; fr: Ethiopian Orthodox Church ߄ 16th/17th century. 
BraukÃmper, Prof. Dr. Ulrich, Institut fÛr Ethnologie, UniversitÃt GÕttingen, 
Theaterplatz 15, 37073 GÕttingen, Germany; tl: (551) 397655, fx: (551) 
397359, eml: ubrauka@gwdg.de; fld: ethnology of Africa; fr: Had-
iyya-Sidama peoples of southern Ethiopia; rp: field research among the Had-
iyya in southern Ethiopia [1999߃2000]; Fandaano: the traditional so-
cio-religious system of the Hadiyya in southern Ethiopia.  
Brietzke, Prof. Dr. Paul Herman, Valparaiso University, Law School, Val-
paraiso, IN. 46383, USA; tl: (219) 465߃7875, fx: (219) 465߃7872, eml: 
paul.brietzke@valpo.edu; fld: development and law. 
Chernetsov, Prof. Dr. Sevir, Kupchinskaya ul. 4߃1߃224, St. Petersburg, Russia; 
tl: (812) 1726547, eml: chernets@SC1356.spb.edu; aff: Peter the Great Muse-
um of Anthropology and Ethnography, University Embankment 2, St. Pe-
tersburg, Russia; fld: Ethiopian history and philology; fr: Ethiopian hagiog-
raphy; rp: history of Ethiopian book and bookmaking [1995߃2001]; culture 
of seals and its developments towards the end of the 19th century [1998߃
2002]; Ethiopian hagiography as a literary genre [1999߃2005]. 
Chojnacki, Prof. Stanisġaw, 22 Indian Road, Apt. 406, Sudbury, Ont., Canada 
P3E2M7; tl: (705) 522߃5823; aff: University of Sudbury, Sudbury, Ont. 
P3E2C6; tl: (105) 673߃5661, fx: (105) 673߃4912; fld: Ethiopian art; fr: 
paintings of Christian Ethiopians; rp: descriptive catalogue of Ethiopian 
icons in the collection of the Institute of Ethiopian Studies Museum, Addis 
Ababa University [...߃2000]. 
Colin, Prof. Dr. GÈrard, 141 Blvd. du Montparnasse, 75006 Paris, France; tlfx: 
(0146) 331478; aff: Centre National de Recherche Scientifique, Paris; fld: 
GƼʞƼz; fr: langue et littÈrature.  
Crummey, Prof. Dr. Donald Edward, Dept. History, University of Illinois at 
Urbana, Champaign, 309, Gregory Hall, 810 South Wright Street, Urbana, Il. 
61801, USA; tl: (217) 3333635, fx: (217) 3332297, eml: dcrummey@uiuc.edu; 
fld: social and religious history; environmental history; identity and 
politics; fr: historic land tenure (1200߃1900); environment and social 
change in 20th c. WÃllo; rp: environment and social change in 20th century 
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WÃllo [1993߃...]; politics, religion and national identity in Ethiopia (1941߃
1995) [2000߃...]; a handbook of historic Ethiopian land tenure documents. 
Dessalegn Rahmato, Dr., Forum for Social Studies (FSS), P.O. Box 3089, Addis 
Ababa, Ethiopia; tl: (1) 129579, fx: (1) 556121, eml: fss@telecom.net.et; fld: 
rural development; fr: agrarian issues, food security, environmental policy.  
Ezra Gebremedhin, Dr., Uppsala University, The Theological Faculty, P.O. Box 1604, 
75146 Uppsala, Sweden; tl: (18) 4712189, eml: Ezra.Gebremedhin@teol.uu.se; 
fld: patristics, esp. the Eastern Fathers; fr: Eucharistic prayers (anaphoras) in the 
Ethiopian Orthodox Church; rp: echoes of the Church Fathers in the theology 
of Ethiopian Orthodox Church [1990߃...]. 
Ferenæ, Dr. Aleksander Feliks, Ulica Jana Kedzierskiego 2 M.13, 01߃493 War-
szawa 46, Bemowo, Poland; tl: (22) 638߃92߃64; aff: Uniwersytet Warszaw-
ski, Instytut Orientalistyczny, Zakkad Jezykow i Kultur Afryki, Ulica Kra-
kowskie Przedmiescie 26/28, 00߃927 Warszawa 64; fld: Ethiopian literature 
(especially GƼʞƼz literature); Ethiopian Orthodox Church; fr: Kebra Negast 
studies. 
Fernyhough, Dr. Timothy Derek, Dept. American Studies and History (Histo-
ry Section), Faculty of Arts, Brunel University, Uxbridge, Middlesex, UB8 
3PH, UK; tl: (1895) 274000, eml: timothy.fernyhough@brunel.ac.uk; fld: 
Ethiopian history c. 1800 to date; fr: modes of resistance and production in 
southern Ethiopia: banditry, feudalism, slavery; rp: Serfs, slaves and ŀifta: 
modes of production and resistance in pre-revolutionary southern Ethiopia. 
[...߃2000]; women, gender history, and Imperial Ethiopia. 
Finneran, Dr. Niall, Woodlands, Barnpark Rd., Teignmouth, Devon TQ14 8PJ, 
UK; aff: University of Cambridge, c/o Jacke Phillips, McDonald Institute for 
Archaeological Research, Downing St., Cambridge CB2 3ER, UK; fld: ar-
chaeology and ethnography; fr: the later prehistory of northern Ethiopia; 
Ethiopian rock art; the prehistoric stone tool industries of Ethiopia and Eri-
trea; ethnographic study of traditional highland farming groups and the ap-
plications of linguistic study to unravelling the nature of the peopling of the 
plateau in later prehistory. 
Garretson, Prof. Dr. Peter P., 1130 Lothian Drive, Tallahassee, Florida 32312, 
USA; tl: (850) 385߃6793, fx: (850) 644߃6402, eml: pgarret@mailer.tsu.edu; 
aff: Florida State University, tl: (850) 644߃9516; fld: Ethiopian history 19th 
and 20th century; fr: Addis AbÃba; Hakim WÃrqenÃh; frontiers; rp: Hakim 
WÃrqenÃh: biography/diary [1974߃...]; history of American advisors in 
Ethiopia [1998߃...]. 
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Gascon, Dr. Alain, Tour Tokyo, Appt. 1211, 20 avenue d߈Ivry, 75013 Paris, 
France; tl: (1) 45833925, eml: Alain.Gascon@inalco.fr/Alain.Gascon@ehess.fr; aff: 
Centre d߈Etudes Africaines (CNRS/EHESS), 54, Boulevard Raspail, 75006 
Paris, INALCO, 2 rue de Lille, 75007 Paris, France; fld: human, cultural and 
political geography; contemporary history of peasantry; fr: pastoralism ߄ 
southern Ethiopian highlands, Ethiopia, Eritrea, Somalia, Djibouti ߄ Horn of 
Africa - demo-geography ߄ farming systems ߄ population movements (mi-
grations); rp: ߋSur les hautes terres comme au cielߌ, gÈographie politique et 
culturelle de la terre de l߈Afrique; gÈographie de l߈ensÃt: une plante peu plantÈ 
[1996߃...]; migrations, movements de population en Ethiopie [1995߃...]. 
Gebru Tareke, Prof. Dr., Hobart and William Smith Colleges, 300 Pulteney St., 
Geneva, New York, 14456, USA; tl: (315) 781߃3631, fx: (315) 781߃3861, 
eml: Tareke@HWS.edu; fld: Africa/Middle East; fr: social movements, war 
and revolution; rp: war and revolution in Ethiopia, 1961߃1991. 
Ghirmai Negash, Dr., Martin Luther King 29, 4102 Gr, Culemborg, The Neth-
erlands; eml: negash@introweb.nl; Leiden University; fld: literary theory 
with emphasis on Africa; fr: post߃colonial literatures/oral tradition; rp: Tigri-
nya oral poetry [...߃2000)]; ߇post-colonialism߈ as a strategy of reading African 
literature [...߃...]. 
Haneke, Georg (dipl. sociologist), Max Planck Institute for Social Anthropolo-
gy, P.O. Box 110351, 06017 Halle/Saale, Germany; tl: (345) 2927߃116, fx: 
(345) 2927߃102, eml: haneke@eth.mpg.de; fld: infrastructure and social 
changes, migration, ethnicity, identity, nomadic societies (Kenya, Ethiopia); 
fr: identity concepts; nationalisms in Ethiopia; struggle for nation state; rp: 
identities in Ethiopia and the struggle for the nation state [1995/96߃2000]. 
Heldman, Prof. Dr. Marilyn E., 6010 Eitman Avenue, St. Louis, Missouri 63139, 
USA; tl: (314) 781߃0807, fx: (314) 241߃6608, eml: heldmanm@umsl.edu; aff: 
Dept. Art and Art History, University of Missouri, St. Louis; fld: art history; fr: 
pre-20th century arts of highland Christian Ethiopia and Eritrea; rp: reception of 
the work of the Venetian painter, NicolÑ Brancaleon in highland Christian 
Ethiopia during the early 16th century [...߃2000]; Marian icons in Ethiopia after 
1500: their styles, their uses, and attitudes towards their meaning [1999߃2002]; 
The murals of YƼkunno Amlak߈s dynastic church, presently known as GÃnnÃtÃ 
Maryam, and their architectural setting (1996߃2002]. 
Hoben, Prof. Dr. Allan (Emeritus), 30 Morningside Lane, Lincoln, Massachu-
setts 01773, USA; tl: (781) 259߃8961, eml: hoben@bu.edu; aff: Boston Uni-
versity, African Studies Center, 270 Bay State Road, Boston, Massachusetts 
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02215; fld: social anthropology, land tenure, environmental policy and devel-
opment studies; rp: land tenure policy in Ethiopia [1993߃...]. 
Hoben, Susan J., 30 Morningside Lane, Lincoln, Massachusetts 01773, USA; tl: 
(781) 259߃8961, eml: hoben@bu.edu; aff: Boston University, African Studies 
Center, 270 Bay State Road, Boston, Massachusetts 02215; fld: linguistics; 
fr: language and education, language policy; rp: language choice in literacy 
programs; language choice in education. 
Ismagilova, Prof. Dr. Sc. Roza M., Institute for African Studies, Russian Acad-
emy of Sciences, 30/1 Spiridonovka, 103001 Moscow, Russia; tl: (7) 095߃
2914119, fx: (7) 095߃2020786, eml: rismagil@inafr.msk.su; fld: social anthro-
pology; fr: ethnicity, ethnic relations, self-determination; rp: the role of tra-
ditional structures and institutions in interethnic relations [1995߃1999]; eth-
nicity, politics and self-determination/comparative study of the situation in 
Africa and the former Soviet Union [1997߃2000]. 
Janko Kebede Hordofa (lecturer), P.O. Box 101424, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia; tl: 
(1) 715116; aff: Ethiopian Languages Research Center, Addis Ababa Uni-
versity, P.O. Box 1176; tl: (1) 127761, eml: kennedy.aau@telecom.net.et; 
fld: linguistics/Cushitic; fr: Oromo language: Folklore, phonology, grammar 
and lexicography; rp: women in Oromo language: a study of gender ߄ spe-
cific proverbs [1998߃2000]; Oromo ߄ Oromo dictionary [1982߃...]; Oromo 
dialectology [periodical report]. 
Kalinovskaja, Dr. Klara Petrovna, Leninsky Prospect, 32߃a, Moscow, 117334, 
Russia; tl: (938) 1747, fx: (7095) 93806߃00, eml: anthpub@ieamsk.su; aff: 
Institute of Ethnology and Anthropology of Academy of Sciences of Russia; 
fld: ethnology of Africa; fr: Ethiopian studies; rp: social categories of the 
Oromo and Amhara societies in 16th߃17th centuries [1999߃2002]. 
Kane, Dr. Thomas Leiper, 1715 Swinburne Ave., Crofton, MD, 21114, USA; tl: 
(410) 721߃9235, eml: ThomasLK@aol.com; fld: Amharic and Tigrinya; fr: 
Amharic and Tigrinya literature; rp: Tigrinya߃English dictionary [1991߃2000]. 
Kapeliuk, Prof. Dr. Olga, 38 Metudela Str., 92306 Jerusalem, Israel; tl: (2) 2߃
5633108, fx: (2) 2߃5630960, eml: amnonkap@netvision.net.il; aff: Dept. Lin-
guistics, Hebrew University, Jerusalem. fld: Semitic languages of Ethiopia, 
Semitic languages in general, esp. living ones; fr: synchronic and diachronic 
syntax. rp: GƼʞƼz ߃ Amharic and Tigrinya : historical syntax [1998߃2001/2]. 
Kaplan, Prof. Steven, Institute of Asian and African Studies, Hebrew Universi-
ty, Mt. Scopus, 91905 Jerusalem, Israel; tl: (2) 2߃5883659, fx: (2) 2߃ 
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5883658, eml: msstkapl@mscc.huji.ac.il; fld: Beta Israel, Ethiopian history 
to 1527; fr: religious history. 
Kobishchanov, Dr. Sc. Yuriy M. (leading research fellow), 30/1 Spiridonovka 
st., Moscow, Russia 103001; fx: (7095) 2020786, eml: all@inafr.msk.su; aff: 
Institute for African Studies, Russian Academy of Sciences; fld: history of 
Islamic civilization; history of eastern Christian civilizations; socio-historical 
complexes; fr: Axum civilization (Christian Ethiopian civilization); rp: ex-
pansion of Islamic civilization [...߃2000]; expansion of Christianity and for-
mation of eastern Christian civilizations [...߃2007]. 
Koser Khalid, Dr., Migration Research Unit, Dept. Geography, University Col-
lege London, 26 Bedford Way, London WC1H 0AP, UK; tl: (20) 76797564, 
fx: (20) 76797565, eml: k.koser@ucl.ac.uk; aff: Migration Research Unit; 
fld: refugees, international migration, brain drain, diasporas, Eritrea; rp: the 
Eritrean diaspora [1998߃2000]. 
Kropp, Prof. Dr. M.A. Manfred, Orient-Institut der DMG Zokak el-Blatt, P.O. 
Box 2988, Beirut, Lebanon; tl: (1) 376598, fx: (1) 376509, eml: 
kropp@mail.uni-mainz.de; aff: SFB 295, J. Gutenberg-UniversitÃt Mainz, 
55099 Mainz, Germany; fld: Semitic studies; epigraphy; ancient and medieval 
history and literature of Ethiopia; computers and humanities in Oriental studies; 
fr: edition of epigraphical and manuscript source materials; rp: computer cor-
pus of ancient Ethiopic inscriptions [...߃2001]; data base of historical docu-
ments from medieval and pre-modern Ethiopia; text corpus of Ethiopian texts 
߄ Thesaurus Linguae Aethiopicae; medieval chronicles, early Amharic texts. 
Lewis, Prof. Dr. Herbert S. (Emeritus), Dept. Anthropology, University Wis-
consin-Madison, 1180 Observatory Drive, Madison, WI. 53706. USA; tl: 
(608) 238߃3796, fx: (608) 265߃4216, eml: hslewis@facstaff.wisc.edu; fld: an-
thropology, ethnography, culture and history; fr: Oromo culture, history 
and current situation. 
Lusini, Gianfrancesco, Via San Francesco 46, 56127 Pisa, Italy; tl: (50) 571504; 
eml: glusini@iuo.it; aff: Istituto Universitario Orientale di Napoli, Diparti-
mento di Studi e Ricerche su Africa e Paesi Arabi, Palazzo Corigliano, Piazza 
S. Domenico Maggiore, 12, 80134 Napoli, Italy; fld: GƼʞƼz language and 
literature; history of ancient and medieval Ethiopia; Amharic language 
and literature; fr: critical edition of Ethiopic texts together with the study of 
their Greek, Coptic and Arabic precedence; rp: critical edition of the ߋShep-
herdߌ of Hermas [2000߃2001]; critical edition of the ߋGadla Ewostàtòwosߌ 
[1999߃2001]; catalogues of Ethiopic manuscripts in Pistoia and Milan. 
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Lvova, Dr. hab. Eleonora, Institute of Asian and African Studies, the Moscow 
State Lomonosov University, Mochovaya str. 11, 103009 Moscow, Russia; tl: 
(095) 2032742, fx: (095) 2033647, eml: africa@iaas.msu.ru; fld: history and 
anthropology of Ethiopia; rp: Russian material about Ethiopia and Sudan 
(Nikitini Travel) [2000߃...]. 
Mantel-Niec`ko, Prof. Dr. Joanna, Al. Wojska Polskiego 50/54 m. 16, 01߃554 
Warszawa, Poland; tl: 839߃4737; aff: Institute of Oriental Studies, Warsaw 
University; fld: Ethiopian studies; fr: history of Ethiopia and the Horn of Af-
rica in modern times; rp: problem of the refugees in the Horn of Africa 
[1996߃2000]; history of Ethiopia and Eritrea in the 2nd half of the 20th century 
[1997߃2002]. 
Matthies, Prof. Dr. Volker, Lydiastr. 3, 22041 Hamburg, Germany; tl: (40) 
683396; aff: Institute for Political Science, University of Hamburg; fld: con-
flict and peace research (Ethiopia, Eritrea, Somalia); fr: history of peace and 
war in the Horn; conflict prevention; post-conflict peace building. 
Mengsteab Tesfayohannes, Dr., Faculty of Business, University of Botswana, 
P.O. BOX 70338, Gaborone, Botswana; tl: (267) 3553027, fx: (267) 585102, 
eml: mentesfa@mopipi.ub.bw; fld: business management and small and me-
dium enterprises promotion Eritrea (including SMEs financing and invest-
ment promotion); fr: industrial mgt problems in developing countries (Afri-
ca); export promotion for small enterprises; research and development in 
business from the African context; rp: export marketing strategies for small 
enterprises in Botswana and the promotion of research and development in 
business in Africa [2000߃2001]. 
Naty, Prof. Dr. Alexander, Dept. Sociology and Anthropology, University of As-
mara, P.O. Box 1220, Asmara, Eritrea; tl: (1) 161926, fx: (1) 162236; fld: cultural 
anthropology; fr: state-society relations; rp: the Kunama people of western 
Eritrea ߄ the traditional management of natural resources [1999߃2001]. 
Nikiforov, Alexander Vladimirovich (senior researcher), Bolshay Snasskaya str. 
6߃109, Moscow, Russia; aff: Russian Academy of Sciences, Institute for Afri-
can Studies, Spiridonovka str. 30/1, Moscow; fld: agrarian question in 
tropical Africa; fr: peasantry, community and state in tropical Africa; rp: 
agrarian problems in tropical Africa: summing up and perspective in 2000 
[2000߃2004]. 
Orwin, Dr. Martin (lecturer in Somali and Amharic), Dept. Languages and 
Cultures of Africa, School of Oriental and African Studies, University of 
London, Russell Square, London WC1H 0XY, UK; tl: (20) 78984376, eml: 
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mo1@soas.ac.uk; fld: Somali and Amharic language and literature; fr: metrics 
and stylistics of Somali poetry and Amharic poetry; rp: the role of conso-
nants in Somali metrics [...߃2000]; metrics of Tigre poetry [1999߃...]. 
Pankhurst, Prof. Dr. Richard, P.O. Box 1896, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia; tl: (1) 71߃
2901, eml: pankhurst@telecom.net.et, or: 22 Lawn Road, London NW3 2XR; 
tl: (171) 722߃0752; aff: Institute of Ethiopian Studies, Addis Ababa University; 
fld: history of Ethiopia; fr: social, economic, cultural, artistic history of Ethiopia; 
rp: a popular weekly article on web: http://addistribune.Ethiopiaonline.net. 
Pausewang, Dr. Siegfried, Chr. Michelsen Institute, Development Studies and 
Human Rights, P.O. Box 6033, 5892 Bergen, Norway; tl: (47) 5557߃4159, 
fx: (47) 5557߃4166, eml: siegfrie@amadeus.cmi.no; fld: sociology, political 
science; fr: land tenure and rural society; human rights; rp: land tenure and 
land reform in Ethiopia; the challenge of democracy: the view from below 
[1998߃2000]. 
Phillips, Dr. Jacke, McDonald Institute for Archaeological Research, University 
of Cambridge, Downing Street, Cambridge CB2 3ER, UK; tl: (44) 1223߃339 
338, fx: (44) 1223߃339 285, eml: jsp1005@hermes.cam.ac.uk; fld: archae-
ology; fr: ߇Pre-Aksumite߈/Aksumite archaeology; ߇Punt߈; ceramics; relation-
ship (contact/trade/cross-influence) with wider world in all directions; devel-
opmental ceramic typology; rp: multi-disciplinary survey project of the Shire 
region (western Tigray) [2000߃2002]; translation (jointly with Dorothee Lotz) 
and commentary of Enno Littmann߈s 1906 Deutsche Aksum-Expedition day-
books; ߇Punt and Aksum: Egypt and the Horn of Africa߈; final publication 
(with DW Phillipson) of the 1993߃7 BIEA excavations at Aksum [2000߃...]. 
Quirin, Prof. Dr. James A., Dept. History, Fisk University, Nashville, TN 
37208, USA; tl: (615) 329߃8638, eml: jquirin@dubois.fisk.edu; fld: Ethiopian 
history, Horn of Africa, African history, world history; fr: Beta Israel (Fa-
lasha) history; ethnic history of northwestern Ethiopia (Gondar Province); 
rp: Ethnic history of northwestern Ethiopia, ca. 1270߃1930 [...߃2002]; the 
role of Africa in world history; comparative biographies of Beru Webe and 
Michael Aragawy (two Ethiopian converts to ߋProtestantߌ Christianity in late 
nineteenth century) [...߃2000]. 
Rait, Dr. Maria, 115573, Orekhov proezd, 39߃2, flat 326, Moscow, Russia; tl: 
(7߃095) 393߃1705, fx: (7߃095) 460߃0355; aff: Africa Institute of the Academy 
of Sciences; fld: history and social anthropology; fr: Ethiopian studies; rp: 
my memoirs ߄ fifty years in Ethiopistics [1999߃2002]. 
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Reid, Dr. Richard James, P.O Box 6747, Asmara, Eritrea; tl: (1) 150598, eml: 
rreid@asmara.uoa.edu.er; aff: Dept. History, University of Asmara, P.O. Box 
1220; tl: (1) 161926 ext. 247; fld: East African history; fr: history of arms, 
militarism and military organisation in pre-colonial eastern Africa; the material 
basis of political power; trans-Mereb relations in the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries; rp: the examination of military organisation and the importance of 
militarism in selected eastern African societies in the sixteenth-nineteenth 
century period [1993߃2000]; Ethiopia and Eritrea [1999߃2000]. 
Richter, Dr. habil. Renate, Eisenacher Str. 7, 04155 Leipzig, Germany; tl: (341) 
5646138, eml: RichterRenate@t-online.de; fld: Ethiopian languages; fr: 
Amharic grammar, lexical development, language contact, bi-/multilingual; 
rp: a socio-linguistic study of urban centres in Ethiopia [1997߃2000]. 
Rouaud, Dr. Alain, 38 rue de Vauboyen, 91570 BiÇvres, France; tl: (1) 49 
264276, fx: (1) 49 264299, eml: Alain.Rouaud@inalco.fr; aff: 
IREMAM-CNRS (Aix.en.Provence) & INALCO (Paris); fld: cultural and 
political history; fr: Amharic literature. 
Rubenson, Prof. Dr. Sven Abel, TordÕnsvÃgen 4K, 222 27 Lund, Sweden; tlfx: 
(46) 151522; aff: Dept. History, Lund University; fld: history 19th and 20th 
century: political, military, diplomatic and ecclesiastical; fr: authentic pri-
mary source materials written by Ethiopians ߄ correspondence and treaties 
since 1800 [1970߃...]. 
Salamon Hagar, Dr., Jewish and Comparative Folklore, The Harry S. Truman 
Institution for the Advancement of Peace, The Hebrew University of Jerusa-
lem, 91905 Jerusalem, Israel; tl: (972) 2߃5882304, fx: (972) 2߃5828076, eml: 
mshaga@mscc.hvju.ac.il; fld: folklore, anthropology; fr: the Beta Israel 
(Ethiopian Jews) in Ethiopia and Israel ߄ folklore, culture, change; rp: inter-
group relations between Beta Israel and Ethiopian neighbors; identity, race 
and Ethiopian Jews; life stories of immigrants from Ethiopia in Israel. 
Saleh Mohammed Abdulkader, Prof. Dr., University of Asmara, P.O. Box 1220, 
Asmara, Eritrea; tl: (1) 114677, fx: (1) 162236, eml: abdul@asmara.uoa.edu.er.; 
aff: University of Asmara; fld: rural sociology/language and ethnicity in the 
Horn of Africa; fr: nomadic development strategies; rp: ethnic identity and 
the process of nation building in Eritrea with reference to Saho-ethnic group; 
Saho ethnography. 
Sbacchi, Prof. Dr. Alberto, Atlantic Union College, P.O. Box 1000, S. Lancas-
ter, MA 01561, USA; tl: (978) 368߃2182, fx: (978) 368߃2015; fld: African 
and modern European history, diplomatic history; fr: European colonialism; 
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Italian occupation of Ethiopia; Italian history; Ethiopian history; rp: 
Franco-Italian relations and Italian colonial claims; the memoirs of Giacomo 
Naretti: the royal carpenter at the court of Yohannes IV; the resettlement of 
European Jews in Sidamo; Italy and Ethiopia: revisiting the colonial past.  
Schlee, Prof. Dr. Guenther, Max Planck Institute for Social Anthropology, P.O. 
Box 110381, 06017 Halle (Saale), Germany; tl: (345) 2927100, fx: (345) 
2927102, eml: schlee@eth.mpg.de; fld: social anthropology; fr: collective 
identities, Oromo studies, Somali studies; rp: integration and conflict: Somali 
migrants in Germany and England 1999߃2004; Islam and ethnicity in the 
Kenyan/Ethiopian borderland [1999߃2005]. 
Scholler, Prof. Dr. Heinrich, Zwengauerweg 5, 81479 MÛnchen, Germany; tl: 
(89) 796424, fx: (89) 332014, eml: scholler@jura.uni-muenchen.de; aff: In-
stitut fÛr Politisches u. µffentliches Recht, Ludwig-Maximilian-UniversitÃt, 
Prof. Huber-Platz 2, 80539 MÛnchen; fld: legal history and modern Ethio-
pian law; fr: constitutional law; rp: principles of law reform [1999߃2000]; 
religion and state in modern Ethiopia [1999߃2000]. 
Shauro, Dr. Evelina A., Flotskaya Str. 13, B.2, Fl. 219, Moscow 125 581, Rus-
sia; aff: Institute for African Studies, Russian Academy of Sciences, 30/1 
Spiridonovka, Moscow 103001; fx: 7߃095߃2020786, eml: all@inafr.msk.su; 
fld: Africa, Ethiopia, sociology; fr: socio-political problems of the African 
Horn countries ߄ political behaviour, value of orientation, social structure 
and urban societies; rp: Eritrea: area studies [1998߃2000]; the social infrastruc-
ture and the urban societies (co-author Dr. Tkachenke) [2000߃2002]. 
Shumet Sishagne, Prof. Dr., 872 Costigan Drive, Newport News, Virginia 
23608, USA; tl: (757) 872 7652, fx: (757) 594 8771, eml: sishagne@cnu.edu; 
aff: Christopher Newport University, Dept. History, 1 University Place, 
Newport News, VA 23606߃2998, Virginia; fld: African history; fr: 
post-Italian Eritrea; rp: the vagary of post-colonial nationalism: the struggle 
to forge an Eritrean identity, 1941߃1991 [1995߃2000]; the problems of suc-
ceeding against all odds: the evolution of the EPLF and the TPLF and its 
connection with the current Ethio-Eritrean conflict [1998߃2200]. 
Silverman, Prof. Raymond A., Dept. Art, 113 Kresge Art Center, Michigan 
State University, East Lansing, MI 48824߃1119, USA; tl: 517߃353߃9114, fx: 
517߃432߃3938, eml: silveray@msu.edu; fld: art history; fr: socio-cultural 
role of artists/artisans in society; recent history of religious painting in Axum; 
rp: historicizing metalworking at Axum: an ethno-archaeological inquiry 
[1997߃...]; painting and the Ethiopian Orthodox church in Axum [1997߃...]. 
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Six, Dr. Veronika, Papenhuderstr. 8, 22087 Hamburg, Germany; tlfx: (40) 
2276852, aff: Katalogisierung der Orientalischen Handschriften in Deutsch-
land (KOHD) Hamburg; tl: (40) 42838߃3345, eml: vsix@uni-hamburg.de; 
fld: cataloguing of Oriental and Ethiopian MSS; rp: cataloguing: Ethiopian 
MSS [1975߃2015]. 
Sobania, Prof. Dr. Neal W., Dept. History and International Education, Hope 
College, 112 E. 12th Street/P.O. Box 9000, Holland, Michigan 49422߃9000, 
USA; tl: 616߃395߃7605, fx: 616߃395߃7937, eml: sobania@hope.edu; fld: 
history; fr: the role and status of artists and artisans in society; the role of 
contemporary religious painting in highland Ethiopia; the historical identity 
of herding peoples in Northeast Africa; rp: metalworking and metalworkers 
in Aksum: an ethno-archaeological study [1997߃...]; the role of church 
painting in sustaining and preserving the faith: it߈s place in the Ethiopian 
Orthodox Church [1997߃...].  
Sumner, Prof. Dr. Dr. h.c. Claude Arthur, Dept. Philosophy, College of Social 
Sciences, Addis Ababa University, P.O. Box 150002, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia; 
tl: 551280, eml: sjaddis@telecom.net.et; fld: African/Ethiopian philosophy 
and culture; fr: living springs of wisdom and philosophy; rp: assessment of 
the controversy concerning the ߋnationalismߌ of Zera Yacob, the philosopher, 
and an original painting depicting him writing his treatise. 
Taddia, Prof. Dr. Irma, Universit¿ degli studi di Bologna, Dept. History, Piazza 
San Giovanni in Monte, 2, 40124 Bologna, Italy; tl: (51) 2097674߃7600, fx: 
2037620, eml: taddia_i@biblio.cib.unibo.it; fld: Ethiopia, Eritrea, colonial-
ism; fr: land tenure ߄ social history; rp: east African slavery; towns and 
comptoirs in eastern African slavery = Massawa and Zanzibar [2000߃2002]. 
Tadesse Terrefe (M.A.), 52A Route de Valauran, 1293 Bellevue, Geneva, Swit-
zerland; tl: (22) 7744321; aff: Ecole de Langue Amharique de GenÇve 
(ELAG); fld: educational research, diplomacy, African development; fr: 
Amharic teaching methods using colours; conflict resolution using mul-
ti-track diplomacy through affiliation with the Washington-based Institute 
for Multi-Track Diplomacy (IMTD); rp: entries for the Encyclopaedia 
Aethiopica [1999߃2000]; Ethiopian cultural heritage abroad: the ancient li-
brary at the Ethiopian monastery in Jerusalem, its restoration and use as an 
intellectual focal point for the Ethiopian Diaspora [1999߃2000]. 
Tatten, Sue (attorney), University of Massachusetts, Center for International 
Education, Hills House South, Amherst, MA 01003, USA; tl: (413) 
5465858/5450465, fx: (413) 5451263, eml: statten@educ.umass.edu; fld: 
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human rights law, community empowerment/advocacy, non-formal educa-
tion/training; fr: African customary law and intersection with human rights 
and development; rp: examining Oromo Gada system and developing train-
ing materials on dialogue and conflict resolution among ethnic groups. 
Tewelde Beyene, Dr. Abba, P.O. Box 2135, Asmara, Eritrea; tl: (1) 120517, fx: 
(1) 120165; aff: Asmara Catholic Theological Institute; fld: modern history; 
fr: history of the Ethio-Eritrean Church; rp: history of Christianity in the 
Ethiopian and Eritrean region ߄ a comprehensive survey [1998߃2003]; 
pre-colonial Eritrea ߄ society, religion and politics [2000߃2005]. 
Tkachenke, Dr. Alexandre (senior research fellow), Russian Academy of Sci-
ences, Institute for African Studies, Spiridonovka str. 30/1, Moscow 103 001, 
Russia; fx: (7߃095) 2020786, eml: all@inafr.msk.su; fld: Middle East and 
African Horn studies, economy of the Middle East and African Horn; fr: re-
forms in a transitional society (privatisation); rp: the social infrastructure and 
the urban societies (co-author Dr. E. Shauro) [2000߃2002]; the economic in-
tegration in Africa (north-south and south-south relations) [1998߃2000]. 
Triulzi, Prof. Dr. Alessandro, Piazza S. Domenico Maggiore, 12, 80134 Napoli, 
Italy; tl: (81) 5517840, fx: (81) 5515386; eml: a.triulzi@agora.stm.it; aff: Isti-
tuto Universitario Orientale, Dipartimento di Studi e Ricerche su Africa e 
Paesi Arabi, Napoli; fld: 19th and 20th century history, with special reference 
to western Ethiopia; fr: Wallagga Oromo; Beni Shangul; rp: corpus of local 
sources for Wallagga history [1998߃2000]. 
Tronvoll, Kjetil (M.A.), Norwegian Institute of Human Rights, University of 
Oslo, Universitetsgaten 22߃24, 0162 Oslo, Norway; tl: (47) 22842001, fx: (47) 
22842002, eml: kjetil.tronvoll@niht.vio.no; fld: highland Eritrea ethnography, 
political anthropology of Eritrea and Ethiopia; fr: conflict, ethnicity, nation-
alism, political development; rp: ߋIdentities of Ambiguityߌ: ethnicity and na-
tionalism in Tigray [1998߃2000]; Jeberty: the quest for ethnicity [1999߃2002]; 
the Abyssinian legacy: politics and its malcontent [2000߃2002].  
Tsegaye Tegenu, Dr., SmÃlandsvÃg 34, 75758 Uppsala, Sweden; aff: Dept. His-
tory, Uppsala University, St. Larsgatan 2, 753 10 Uppsala; tl: (18) 4711552, fx: 
(18) 4711528, eml: Tsegaye.Tegenu@hist.uu.se; fld: Ethiopian and African 
history; early modern European history; fr: conflict management; rp: the per-
formance of ethnic federation management in Ethiopia [1999߃2000]. 
Tsuge, Prof. Dr. Yoichi , Izuminomachi 3߃7߃15 Kanazawa, Japan 921߃8034; 
tlfx: (81) 76߃241߃5083, eml: tsuge@kenroku.kanazawa-u.ac.jp; aff: Dept. 
Linguistics, Faculty of Letters, Kanazawa University, Kakumamachi, Kana-
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zawa, Japan 920߃1192; fld: linguistics; fr: Cushitic and Omotic languages of 
Ethiopia and Eritrea; rp: vocabulary of Aari language [1991߃2000]; intro-
ductory grammar of Amharic in Japanese [1985߃2002]; comparative and 
contrastive study of the South Omotic languages [1991߃...]. 
Uhlig, Prof. Dr. Dr. Siegbert, Bahnhofstr. 104, 22844 Norderstedt, Germany; tl: 
(40) 5225137, fx: (40) 52610030; aff: UniversitÃt Hamburg, Institut fÛr Afri-
kanistik und £thiopistik, Rothenbaumchaussee 67/69, 20148 Hamburg; tl: 
(40) 428384870, fx: (40) 428385675; fld: palaeography, GƼʞƼz philology; fr: 
GƼʞƼz manuscripts, GƼʞƼz text criticism; rp: Encyclopaedia Aethiopica 
[1995߃2005]; GƼʞƼz palaeography [1980߃2004]. 
Voigt, Prof. Dr. Rainer, Seminar fÛr Semitistik und Arabistik, Freie UniversitÃt 
Berlin, Altensteinstr. 34, 14195 Berlin-Dahlem, Germany; tl: (30) 838 2698, fx: 
(30) 838 5544, eml: voigtrai@zedat.fu-berlin.de; fld: Ethiosemitic and Cushitic 
languages; Syriac studies; fr: comparative Semitics and Semitohamitics. 
Wagner, Prof. Dr. Ewald, Eichendorffring 2, 35394 Giessen, Germany; tl: 641 
41193; aff: Justus-Liebig-UniversitÃt Giessen, Institut fÛr Orientalistik; fld: 
Islamic studies and Semitic languages; fr: Islam in Ethiopia, Harar, Harari 
language; rp: annotated bibliography on Harar and Islam in south-east Ethio-
pia [1993߃2003]. 
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